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The Museum of Dating 

Online dating has only recently become a culturally and socially acceptable phenomenon, but the use 
of technology to match singles has a long history. In the 1960s, computerized dating systems appeared 
in the Anglo-American world, which worked through questionnaires and customized algorithms.
The early stages of computer dating are shared between the USA and the UK. In the mainstream 
history of dating, the first instance of the use of computers to match singles dates back to 1965, with 
the invention of Operation Match by two students at Harvard. In a development very similar to that 
of Facebook, a service initially intended for students (then separated by gender in campus) was later 
extended to the general population.

But before Operation Match launched its first match-up program, a woman running a marriage bureau 
in London had come to the conclusion that computers were the future of dating. Joan Ball founded a 
computer dating service as an extension of her matchmaking business in Piccadilly Circus, London, in 
1964. The film “Joan Ball. The Lady of Computer Dating”, written and directed by curator Valentina 
Peri, allows visitors to follow the incredible story of this entrepreneur woman through an interview and 
archival material about the St James Computer Dating Service, later to become Com-Pat, and its main 
competitor, Dateline.

The aim of the exhibition “The Museum of Dating” is to place the contemporary phenomenon of online 
dating within a spectrum of older technologies, practices, narratives, cultural and media artifacts.

Curator Valentina Peri presents an ongoing timeline of the history of dating with a focus on England 
and the emergence of dating mediated by computerized technology in the 60’s. It traces the path from 
the family-monitored courtship of the 50’s (“calling”), to the subsequent boom of the personal ads in 
the press, from the development of marriage bureaus to the emergence of the first computer dating 
services of the 1960s, from the introductory videotapes of the 1970s to the bulletin board systems of 
the 1980s and it ends with the creation of the first online dating site in the mid 90s.

The timeline is enriched by cultural, social and political facts and processes, both official and niche, that 
have contributed to shape the dating phenomenon and the idea of singleness until today.
Part of the exhibition is also a selection of cultural artifacts and mass culture productions, board 
games, movies, sit-coms, television programmes, books and old technologies, that are put into 
perspective through this chronological reconstruction.

The work of artist Lordess Foudre resonates with the content and the topics of the exhibition. Her 
digital collages and drawings interrogate the technological infrastructure of normativity, the social 
derives of the misuse of social networks, and contribute to a growing body of conversations about 
transhumanism in the past, present and speculative futures.

According to Zoe Strimpel, who has extensively studied the way people used to seek love in 
Modern Britain, digital technology has completely changed the appurtenances and affordances of 
matchmaking via a third party. But the assumption of total rupture on a social level hides how digital 
matchmaking fits within a longer history of mediated dating, in which the methods of matching have 
constantly interacted with social dynamics both new and old.

“The Museum of Dating” makes it possible to shed new light on key categories of historical 
understanding such as gender, generation, class, race and social status, through analysis of the 
power dynamics at play in partner selection within the context of the couple, the family, and the 
community beyond. This historical study of dating can also help to better understand the ability of 
seemingly neutral technologies to extend the power and belief systems of particular groups, replicate 
heteronormative categories and create new social needs.

Valentina Peri, 2023
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JOAN BALL. THE LADY OF COMPUTER DATING

Film, 2023

Written, Directed and Produced by Valentina Peri
Starring Joan Ball
Running Time: 35 min

LINK

In 1964 Joan Ball, a woman running a marriage bureau in London, had come to the conclusion that 
computers were the future of dating and matchmaking. Joan Ball founded and run the first computer 
dating company in the UK: The St James Computer Dating Service, later to become COM-PAT.

Curator Valentina Peri contacted Joan Ball in 2021 and finally met in London in 2022, to access her 
archive and document the amazing stories she had to tell.

This film by Valentina Peri in collaboration with filmmaker Jhenyfy Muller will be premiered at the 
occasion of the exhibition. 

Valentina Peri’s curatorial research is supported by Fluxus Art Projects.

https://www.valentinaperi.com/the-lady-of-computer-dating
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TIMELINE

Original punchard, 1969, from THE University of North Carolina. Valentina Peri’s personal collection.
Donation from Jim Scott.

A detail of the timeline about the history of dating, with a focus on England, and the emergence of 
computer dating in the 60’s 
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Advertising of different Computer 
Dating Services in UK and USA
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CULTURAL AND MASS CULTURE ARTIFACTS

Mystery Date, a board game produced by MB in 1965 and re-edited in 1972. Valentina Peri’s personal 
collection. Photos Anna Jochymek.
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A collection of board games about dating from 1960’s to 2000’s. Valentina Peri’s personal collection. 

Exhibition view: Timeline, Board Games and Minitel. Valentina Peri’s personal collection.
Photos Anna Jochymek.
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LORDESS FOUDRE

LA based artist Lordess Foudres’ digital collages and drawings interrogate the technological 
infrastructure of normativity, the social derives of the misuse of social networks, and contribute to a 
growing body of conversations about transhumanism in the past, present and speculative futures.
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THE MUSEUM OF DATING - PRESS

ELLE Italia
29 March 2023

Libération
4 March 2023

READ THE ARTICLE 

https://www.liberation.fr/lifestyle/elle-a-invente-tinder-avant-tinder-joan-ball-la-creatrice-oubliee-du-matchmaking-20230304_SMCO3ZEYRZDW5EN6V32TOYWEJM/
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Il Foglio
07 March 2023

READ THE ARTICLE 

Libération
08 April 2023

READ THE ARTICLE 

https://www.ilfoglio.it/televisione/2023/03/07/news/cosi-joan-ball-la-madre-del-dating-ha-convinto-i-clienti-a-fidarsi-della-macchina-5029347/
https://www.liberation.fr/lifestyle/lordess-foudre-lagit-prop-feministe-20230408_J6K7QNONENAFBPNKFEWWHT4MCQ/
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Lou Reviews 
08 March 2023

READ THE ARTICLE 

Les Nouveaux Riches 
05 March 2023

READ THE ARTICLE 

https://loureviews.blog/2023/03/08/exhibition-the-museum-of-dating-watermans-arts-centre/
https://www.les-nouveaux-riches.com/valentina-peri-daring-to-tackle/
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EXHIBITION VIEWS
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Exhibition Views. Photos Anna Jochymek.
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OFF EVENT RELATED TO THE EXHIBITION

Un-Dating the Obvious. Wired Love, Desire and Care

Performance Event

The third guest researcher Valentina Peri will contribute to the Performance Art Curatorial Fellowship 
curated by Dyana Gravina at IKLECTIK London.

General framework: How can new technologies relate to embodied knowledge and practices, and can 
this conversation redefine narratives for ‘engendered bodies’? What’s the future(s) o of gender and 
sexuality in the 21st century? How do we pioneer possibilities for identities existing outside univocal and 
patriarchal scripts? 

The last of these first 3 stages of research, (2022-2023), hosts guest researcher and curator Valentina 
Peri will examine the role of technologies and computer dating in contemporary culture. 

Technologies can seem neutral while extending and replicating the power and belief systems of 
particular groups, in order to keep the power. Using intersectionality in the analysis of the history of 
computer dating the research offers insights into the history of sexualities’ intersection with technology, 
the replication of heteronormative institutions and ideals, and the ability of technologies to create social 
categories of “needs.”

Extending the reflection and critical perspective of the exhibition «The Museum of Dating» curated 
by Valentina Peri at Watermans London (until 23 of April), the objective of the intervention at IKLECTIK 
is to give space to queer positions on computing, intimacy, love and desire which interrogate the 
infrastructure of heteronormativity, and to contribute to the large and growing set of conversations 
about diversity in technology, in the past, present and speculative futures.
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Selected Artists from the Open Call:

Magali Desbazeille

Day Eve Komet

Lordess Foundre

Loïs Soleil & Cecilie Fang Jensen

Noam Youngrak Son

Fantasia Malware (Jira Duguid, Chloê Langford & Gabriel Helfenstein)

Benjamin Sebastian
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VALENTINA PERI

Valentina Peri is an independent curator, cultural critic and author based in Paris.

Her work examines the role of technology in contemporary culture, with a focus on love and intimacy in 
the digital age, media histories and technologies in the anthropocene. 

She has curated exhibitions, published writing and given lectures on a broad range of topics in these 
areas, including data collection and surveillance, the commodification of desire, representation and 
identity, media ecologies and new materialism.
 
Her travelling exhibition Data Dating has been presented in France, Israel and the UK. In the context of 
this exhibition, she co-edited an essay collection published by Intellect: “Data Dating. Love, Technology, 
Desire

Her research on dating continued with the exhibition SWIPE RIGHT! Data, Dating, Desire that she 
curated at iMAL in Brussels in 2021, and continued with TECHNO ROMANCE that she presented in 
Geneva in 2022. 
DATA DATING DESIRE, a new iteration of this travelling exhibition was presented in Brescia, at Mo.Ca 
until December 2022.

In 2022, she began researching the phenomenon of Internet romance scams in Ghana, and published 
the book “The New Romance Scammer’s Instructor”, a collection of original messages from Ghanaian 
love scammers.

She is one of the artists in residence in 2022 of the European program BEYOND MATTER Eu - Cultural 
Heritage on the Verge of Virtual Reality at Tirana Art Lab (Albania). During the residency she realized 
“Her Boyfriend Came Back from the War. And They Never Spoke About it Again”, an augmented reality 
project based on the history and photographic archive of her grandfather during World War II, and her 
grandparents’ love correspondence.

She received a Fluxus Art Projects Grant 2022 for her curatorial research on the history of dating to be 
presented in London in 2023.

Since 2021 she has collaborated with peer-to-space, an independent exhibition platform based in 
Berlin, which creates virtual and IRL exhibitions.

From 2010 to 2021 she was associate director and curator at Galerie Charlot Paris - Tel Aviv, a 
contemporary art gallery specialising in digital art.

Valentina Peri is co-founder of SALOON Paris, an international network of women identifying art 
professionals in Paris and many other cities around the world.

Contact: 
Valentina Peri 
info@valentinaperi.com
+33633955693


